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1 Overview
The Cognitive Agents Toolbox is a software development environment that provides the 
following:
1. Provides CAT methodology  to set up and monitor autonomous systems operations
2. Provides AUV, AGV, UAV and spacecraft templates allow the use of CAT for non-expert 
engineers to design and operate autonomous systems
3. Provides natural language based system build up, understanding of operations and 
communications
4. Provides inherent verifiability by design as a result of using the CAT software
5. Provides templates for most common intelligent vehicle agent types such as reactive, 
subsumption and BDI agent types.
CAT has a console window for system definition and operation: a physical agent team
 Can be defined
 Launched on a (W)LAN network
 Monitored in their operations and communicated with  
Fig. 1.1 The Console window of CAT for defining, launching and communicating with intelligent 
physical agents.
Fig.  1.2 Operational block diagram 
Definition of the system includes  the definitions  that is “Creation of the system” in this block 
diagram and it means the creation of a single sEnglish documents that defines the whole agent 
team in every detail. 
This sEnglish document can be created via the CAT console through the ABC 
(Agents/Behaviour/Complex system) definitions of
A. Agent names, classes, communications and sensor actuator setup for each agent 
B. For each agent class:  definitions of the abstractions for  (1) communications, (2)
perceptions  (3) actions    (4) behaviour rules by logic statements 
C. Hybrid system definitions comprising: (1) Continuous model of the environment (2) 
continuous models of all abstractions (3) formal hybrid system model of agent-environment 
interactions via agent behaviour logic
2 Agent definitions (Part A)
In this section we define general data structures that define the physical agents under CAT.  There 
are two kinds of data:  software components for an agent class (Table 1.2) and software 
components for a agent individual (1.
The data base of agents is listed in the following table.
Table 2.1  Agent software definition for a single agent (agent class data)
Field 
name
Data structure Content syntax  Comments
cond Nx4 cell array:
E(N,1)=char   
E(N,2)={char}
E(N,3)={char 
E(N,4)={char} 
---------------------------
------
Any message has 
two main parts: its 
explanation in text 
(its .text field is it is 
a structure) and its 
content data that 
can be empty (its  
.data field).
E(N,1) = Cx[$...$]  or 
Cx[human]  
E(N,2)= {text --> code to set 
Booleans and data objects}
E(N,3) = ASCII text
E(N,4)= {variables}
======================
Convention: 
Communications Booleans 
and variables given values
as a result of communication 
start with c_ ... , for instance 
C_instructed_to_track –
Boolean
C_waypoint_x – double
C_waypoint_y- double
Communications abstractions 
array.
The array E determines what the 
agent does on receipt of a 
message. If the text  field  of any 
message received from the 
sending agent  in E(N,1) is 
contained in text condition of a 
rule in   E(N,2) then that rule is 
applied. 
Applying a rule means that the 
code after the --> is executed by 
the agent in its current memory 
space (CMS).
E(N,3)=natural English 
explanations
E(N,4)=cell -set of char  ~ list of 
new variables defined on receipt 
of the message 
sense Nx5 cell array:
S(N,1)=char  
S(N,2)={char }
S(N,3)={char}  
S(N,4)= {char} 
S(N,5)={char}
S(N,1) = Sx[gyroscope] or 
Sx[time] or S[wheel sensor]  
or S[steering sensor], etc.
S(N,2)= code defined as a 
function and predicate with 
inputs/outputs
S(N,3) = ASCII text
S(N,4)= {input/output 
variables}
Convention: 
Sensing Booleans and 
variables are given values  
by sensing processes,e.g. 
C_own_gps_position
S(N,1) contains the sensor
predicate name of sensing 
process
S(N,2)  is code communicating 
with the relevant  sensing 
process/thread and producing  
data for variables in the current 
memory space (CMS) of the 
agent, to be run during each 
reasoning cycle
S(N,3) s English sentence 
template
S(N,4) is a set of Booleans and 
input/output data variables that 
are updated by the by the 
sensing process
S(N,5) is fundamental for realtime  
advanced cognitive processing
for detecting relevant features in 
the environment 
act Nx4 cell array
A(N,1)=char  
~predicate
A(N,2)={char}
A(N,3)={char} 
A(N,4)={char}
A(N,1)=Ax[walk_to_location], 
Ax[align_attitude], etc
A(N,2)={variable  classes}
A(N,3)={variable classes}
For instance 
B_success=walk_to_location(Loc)
Action predicates names have 
dual interpretation
(1) as function that activates a 
realtime control process
(2) as a logic predicate that can 
be used in behaviour rules and 
planning
behave Nx4 cell array
B(N,1)=char  
B(N,2)={char}
B(N,3)={char} 
B(N,4)={char}
B(N,1)=formula
B(N,2)= sensor predicates
B(N,3) = action predicates
B(N,4)=current memory 
variables 
Rules of behaviour in modal-
temporal logic (MTL) expression 
in terms of 
(1) Free and bound variables
(2) Sensor predicates
(3) Action predicates 
(5) Time functions  
skills Nx4cell array
S(N,1)=char  
S(N,2)=char
S(N,3)={char} 
S(N,4)={char}
S(N,1)=Boolean variable
S(N,2)= MTL skill formula
S(N,3)=progress pointer 
variable
S(N,4)=past execution 
records to learn from
If the Boolean variable is true 
that means that the activity is 
currently being executed. The 
modal-temporal logic (MTL) 
formula describes  the skill 
entirely. Progress pointer is a 
formula describing what has 
been completed.
Records are  for learning by 
induction  logic and adjustment 
An agent class with the data in Table 2.1 only defines the behaviour, what memories and physical 
hardware connections the agent has are part of the software of an individual agent that is  a 
computer program setup to run the code of the agent class under given physical circumstances
Table 2.2 Agent software definition for a single agent (agent individual data).  An means alpha-
numeric starting with letter, not number. 
Field name Data structure Syntax Comments
name char AN string without 
spaces
Unique name of the 
agent
class char AN string without 
spaces
Agent class name
directory char AN string without 
spaces
Directory of agent 
group on c:\ drive
run_code {char} Code Code to be run at 
launch of the agent
agent_group Nx4 Cell array Each row
={char,char,char,char}
1st col = agent  name
2nd col = human 
supervisor
3rd col = com port 
number
4th col = IP number
close_code {char} Code Code to be run on 
close down of agent.
comp char ASCII array Programmer’s name
The agent class definitions are stored in *.acl files that  are MATLAB binary files containing the 
structure named agent.  For instance   
>>X=load(‘C:\group_1\follower_local_manager.acl ’, ‘-mat’); 
>>X.agent
ans = 
       cond: {6x4 cell}         
       sense: {2x4 cell}
       act: {0x3 cell}
      behave: [1x137 char]
      skills
The agent individual’s definition is stored in a *.agt file that is a MATLAB binary file containing the 
structure named agent.  For instance 
X=load('C:\group_1\sub_follower_autopilot1.agt','-mat')
>> X.agent
   ans = 
       name: 'sub_follower_autopilot1'
       class: 'follower_sub_autopilot'
       directory: {1x4 cell}
       run_code: {1x4 cell}      
       agent_group: {13x4 cell}
       close_code: ‘close_all_comms;close(Ghandle)’
       comp: 'K. Author  '
3 Agent classes in sEnglish documents 
In this section the data structures, dependences and file structures will be looked at more 
closely. Fig 3.1 displays a GUI example.
Fig 3.1 Example of an agent class definition window
The window in Fig. 3.1 provides facilities to enter all the data in Table 2.1 .  These data can be 
exported as 
(1) an sEnglish book in HTML format (that can be read to define the agent class. There is a one-to-
one mapping between an agent class definition and an sEnglish document or part of an sEnglish 
document of a special structure that describes also the agent individuals. 
(2) an sEnglish book in LaTex format  that can be compiled into PDF and printed for human 
reading as a manual about the agent operations. 
Fig 3.2  A sentences editor window for the sEnglish document defining the agent class. Abstraction 
definition can be effectively done in sEnglish. 
An agent class definition is complete if all fields of the agent class are defined in the sEnglish 
document. Howeve, the sEnglish document can contain more abstractions then in Table 2.1 to 
help define meanings.
Fig. 3.3   The sEnglish document parts corresponding to  agent class definitions 
Field name  Comments sEnglish document part
cond Communications abstractions 
array.
The array E determines what the 
agent does on receipt of a 
message. If the text  field  of any 
message received from the 
sending agent  in E(N,1) is 
contained in text condition of a 
rule in   E(N,2) then that rule is 
applied. 
Applying a rule means that the 
code after the --> is executed by 
the agent in its current memory 
space (CMS).
E(N,3)=natural English 
explanations
E(N,4)=cell -set of char  ~ list of 
new variables defined on receipt 
of the message 
A section called  “Communications” is part of 
the sEnglish document that contains 
subsections for the interpretation of messages 
arriving from other agents. One subsection 
describes the communication abstractions 
created for all messages arriving from one 
particular agent (class).
This subsection can contain sEnglish texts such 
as for instance:
If agent  ‘manager’ sends message 
containing description ‘start 
engines’ then do the following.
Send ‘start’ messages to ‘all engine 
agents’.  After  ~60s check whether 
all engines are running. If an engine 
is not running then report this to 
‘manager’ else remember the state 
All_engines_running. Finish 
conditional actions.
sense S(N,1) contains the sensor 
predicate name of sensing 
process
S(N,2)  is code communicating 
with the relevant  sensing 
process/thread and producing  
data for variables in the current 
memory space (CMS) of the 
agent, to be run during each 
reasoning cycle
S(N,3)  sEnglish sentence 
template 
S(N,4) is a set of Booleans and 
input/output data variables that 
are updated by the  sensing 
process
S(N,5) is fundamental for realtime  
advanced cognitive processing 
for detecting relevant features in 
the environment 
A section called  “Perception” is part of the 
sEnglish document that contains subsections 
for the abstraction of relevant perception 
concepts.
Each subsection can also describe the 
significance of the abstraction in terms of the 
hybrid system. 
The perception threads/processes and their 
data fusion definitions must be declared in a 
subsection called
“Control of perception Processes” . 
act For instance 
B_success=walk_to_location(Loc)
Action predicates names have 
dual interpretation
(1) as function that activates a 
realtime control process
(2) as a logic predicate that can 
be used in behaviour rules and 
planning
A section called  “Primitive Actions” is part of 
the sEnglish document that contains 
subsections for the abstraction of relevant 
perception concepts.
Each subsection can also describe the 
significance of the abstraction in terms of the 
hybrid system. This must be placed under the 
“Part: Hybrid system connection” heading. The 
symbolic i/o used in the predicate must be 
used in the hybrid subsystem definition that 
uses global variables of the environment. 
Please see more info in the Hybrid System 
Definitions subsection.
behave Rules of behaviour in modal-
temporal logic (MTL) expression 
in terms of 
(1) Free and bound variables
(2) Sensor predicates
(3) Action predicates 
(5) Time functions  
The set of temporal logic formulae of 
behaviour rules is to be placed into a section 
entitle “Behaviour rules”.
Several subsections can be defined that first 
provide abbreviations for  the sensing and 
action predicates and then list MTL formulae. 
See details of MTL formulae in the section MTL 
Syntax .
skills If the Boolean variable is true 
that means that the activity is 
currently being executed. The 
modal-temporal logic (MTL) 
formula describes  the skill 
entirely. Progress pointer is a 
formula describing what has 
been completed.
Records are  for learning by 
induction  logic and adjustment 
Skills are listed in a section called “Skills” of the 
sEnglish document. Some skills are mental and 
others are involve physical interaction with the 
environment.
All skills are action abstractions but they are 
not primitive but composed abstractions.  Skills 
can be defined by MTL formulae and can be 
identified with a single Boolean that is true 
when the skill is being exercised by the agent.   
4  MTL Syntax –  Modal Temporal Logic of CAT 
This  section illustrates the definitions that can be used for word modelling and reasoning of the 
agent.
Ontologies play an important role in the definitions of higher levels of abstractions of reasoning as 
provide the format of meanings for modelling objects. 
Fig. 4.1  Example MOL description of class hierarchies  and properties.  This simple representation 
easily displays  more detail than DL statements while being equivalent to a subset of DL 
statements.
>data
   @name: char
         >>boolean variable
  @value: double
                @@value: 0<=.. & ..<=1 
         >>physical quantity
                 @dimension: char
         >> computer file
         >> modelling object
@geometric model: set of physical object
@mechanical model: set of physical relations
  @electrical model: set of physical relations
>>>scene
   @time 
                      >>>>current scene
                      >>>>past scene
          >>>>future scene
               >>>agent
                      >>>>software agent
                      >>>>human 
        >> world memory
               @time: double
>>abstract memory
                     @experience: set of scenes
                     @relationships: set of modelling relations
         >> readable text
@content: char
         >> behaviour rule
@statement: char
         >> goal statement
@details: char
        >>signal
@time array: double
@data array: doub
>> >sensor signal
    >>>>image array
   >>>>audio array
   >>>>sonar signal
         >> >actuator signal
>interface
 @description: char 
  >> ip address
  >> port number
  >> action signal port
  >>sensor signal port
Fig. 4.2  Examples of atomic perception predicates  
Predicate Input Output Atomic term code sEnglish 
sentence
gps_positioning None  [Lat,Long] [Lat,Long]=gps_positioning Get the Gps 
positions   
latitude Lat and 
longitude Long.
visual_modelling Imgs:
sensor 
signal
Scene:
current 
scene
Sce=
visual_modelling(Image_array)
Update the 
current scene 
Sce using image 
array Imgs.
voice_recognition Audis:
Audio 
array
Pers: set of 
humans
Pers=voice_recognition(Audis) Recognise 
people Pers 
from audio array 
Audis.
sonar_obstacle_
detection
Audis: 
sonar 
signal
Obst_ahead: 
Boolean 
variable
Obst_ahead=sonar_obstacle_
detection(Audis);
Get  
Obst_ahead 
from sonar signal 
Audis. 
wheel_position_ 
sensing
None Whangle: 
sensor signal
Whangle=wheel_position_sensing Update wheel 
position 
Whangle.
wheel_progress_ 
sensing
None Whprogr:
Sensor signal
Whprogr= wheel_progress_ 
sensing
Update wheel 
progress 
Whprogr.
Fig. 4.3  Examples of atomic action predicates   
Predicate Input Output Atomic term code sEnglish example 
sentence
following_trac
k
Track: 
modelling 
object  
Success: 
Boolean 
variable, 
Dist: 
physical 
quantity
[Success, 
Dist_to_end]=following_trac
k(Track)
Follow track Track 
and report distance 
Dist to its end. 
moving_forwar
d
Dist_in:
physical 
quantity
Success, 
Dist
[Success, 
Dist]=moving_forward(Dist_i
n)
Move forward Dist_in 
and report progress 
Dist.
walking Spd: 
physical 
quantity
Success, 
Dist
[Success, 
S]=walking(Dist_in)
Walk with speed  
Spd  and report  
distance Dist made.
Picking _up_ 
object
  Obj: 
modelling 
object
 Succ
Succ=picking_up_object(O
bj)
 Pick up object Obj 
and report success 
Succ.
Fig 4.4  Functions for DL formula building
Function Input variables Output variables Example
Constant numerical None Numerical array 0.3
Constant physical 
quantity
none Physical quantity 5.4m
gmt_time None time current_time
multiplication numerical arrays numerical array R1*R2
Addition numerical arrays numerical array R1+R2
division numerical arrays numerical array R1/R2
FFT numerical arrays numerical array FFT(R)
<DL formula constructor> DL formulas DL formulas
Computed function atomic concept Atomic concept S1=predicting_satellite_ 
movement(U,S0)
  
Fig 4.5  Atomic statements for MTL  formula building. <class> means any of ‘numerical array’, ‘time’, ‘atomic concept’. 
The predicate for actions has a Boolean input to activate the action or to stop it and also a Boolean output whether the 
primitive action succeeded. Atomic perception predicates can only have atomic DL classes of modelling objects, not 
any composed DL formulae.  
Constructor Input variables Output variables Example
=<perception predicate>  <classes> <classes> Pers=voice_recognition(Audis)
 =<action predicate>  <classes, Boolean 
variable>
 <Boolean
variable, classes>
 [Success,Dis]=following_track(Track,Active);
Boolean variable  None  None  Executing_mission
  >=,  <=, ==, >, < numerical array  Boolean array  R1 <=R2
Fig 4.6  Recursively define statements for MTL formula building. All atomic statements are MTL formulas. In this table 
we assume that A, B, C... are any MTL formulas if not otherwise stated in the constraints. These are the rules for all 
permissible formulae and NOT those which have meaning (semantics) for the agent. The set of meaningful formulae 
is a subset of these.
Constructor New formula Constraints
negation -
conjunction -
disjunction -
Plain implication -
Existential implication B does not contain another quantor , x is a variable 
occurring in B. 
Belief operator (A) -
Next OA -
Sometime A -
Always -
Until -
Unless -
The above clearly shows that  the quantors  are not used in MTL with belief operator.
Fig 4.7  Axioms of MTL. These are valid for any MTL statements and the agent can use them in its inference 
mechanism. The last one is included due to the decidability of the propositional calculus any true proposition is 
immediately available for inference.
Axiom Constraints
-
-
-
-
-
T is a tautology in the propositional calculus
T  is a tautology in the propositional calculus
  is a behaviour rule of the agent
Fig. 4.8  The meta logic steps of reasoning to comply with behaviour rules while achieving goals.  1 
means that no action is needed.
Contained in beliefs Goal statement Sub-goal to be investigated
1
-
,n>0
,n>0
5 Hybrid System Definitions
CAT is embedded into MATLAB and hence the agent definitions can be linked to 
 Stateflow TM  for hybrid systems representations of environment and agent decision making 
interactions
 SimulinkTM  for virtual reality demonstrations.
 Formal verification using MCMAS model checker after automated compilation from 
Stateflow.
The selection of abstractions is crucial for verifiable agent behaviour. This is fundamentally 
facilitated by the use of sEnglish based programming of agent activities. 
6 Demonstrations 
CAT provides templates for high level programming of autonomous vehicles and contains the 
following complete examples:
 A team of 3 AUVs on a mission in the oceans.
 A team of formation flying satellites.
 A single unmanned autonomous UAV on surveillance in agricultural mission.
 An autonomous ground vehicle in a model city environment.
Availability 
CAT is not available but it is  used by SysBrain Ltd. to build industrial systems to order.
If you have an idea for an autonomous system or interested in developing a system please 
contact 
Prof S M Veres at s.m.veres@soton.ac.uk  or call on 0771 7602801. 
We undertake contractual development of complex verifiable autonomous systems for distributed 
monitoring and control, for security applications and for autonomous vehicles.  See more info at 
www.sysbrain.com
www.system-english.com
www.cognitive-agent-toolbox.com
www.sysbrain.org
